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Education Durham - Medium Term Planning: History KS1 
 

KS1 Outline Medium Term Plan - Who Has Helped Make History? (BP) 
 

Key Unit Question: 
Why do we remember Beatrix Potter? 
 

Year Group: Y1  
Number of hours:    

What do we intend pupils to know at the end of this unit of work? 
 
Historical knowledge – Chronological development from living to beyond living memory with key terms, features of rural life in the period. 
Beginning to think about simultaneous events/ people. Using information texts to gather historical knowledge. 
 
Explain/ analyse second order concepts – begin to consider significance as impact rather than well known, this will link to a consideration of 
consequences. Comparison of features of life beyond living memory with modern life will support development of understanding of work on 
similarity and difference. 
 
Primary source use – Use of primary source photographs, simple written sources to observe, describe and infer. 
 
Interpretations/ representations of the past – Not a direct focus of this unit. 
 

The Big Picture/ Rationale 
This unit is timed to come towards the end of Y1. In the Revised Durham Framework it follows work on personal and local history, widening the 
scope of enquiry to national scale and involving a longer period of time.  It lays the ground work for work in Y2 comparing individuals and study 
of a longer time period. Beatrix Potter is the chosen focus to give insight into a pioneering woman’s contribution, life in rural Britain and some of 
the changes that took place in Britain from late nineteenth century to early WWII. The unit continues work on the sequencing aspect of 
chronology and develops understanding of duration.  Knowledge of the key features of the Victorian and Edwardian eras should be built by 
looking at homes, rural life and possibly clothing. Comparison of these features with their own experiences will build on the understanding 
pupils have of similarities and differences. The focus on a single individual is designed to enable increased understanding of historical 
significance and impact. Use of primary sources is integral to this unit to support a move from description to inference.  
There is an opportunity to link to some key geographical knowledge for KS1 via this unit and develop aspects of literacy. In reading there are 
opportunities to think about different types of story and biography. 
 

Prior knowledge 
Some pupils may have encountered Potter books or visited a rural area/ Lake District. If the local unit touched on Victorian buildings, some of 
the vocabulary may be familiar. 
An outline timeline/ mental map of the past will be in place to differing levels– to be developed. 
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Possible misconceptions 
 Order of the key eras, what an author is, rural life, fame/ significance. 
Black and white photographs as a style choice. Old/ worn/ no car 
=poor 

Key  Vocabulary 
Victorian, Edwardian, Twentieth Century, Nineteenth Century. 
Individual, effect, change. Author, rural, birth certificate, Lake District, 
home, work, farming, conservation. 
 

Lesson Questions, suggested activities, resource links and assessment opportunities. Teachers may want to vary the time spent on 
each question according to progress in the group. 

Who is our mystery person? 
Using primary sources to work out key information about an individual. Asking and answering historical questions to support inference. 
(Photo source back from Education Durham) 
 
Start with one source, encourage observation of evident features, buildings, clothes, activity. Simple labelling is useful at this stage. What do 
they notice about the photograph – black and white, old/new? Do they have any ideas about when? Where? Who? What else do we need to 
find out? (This is a very important question to include to encourage enquiry thinking). 
Add two extra sources to begin to add detail – what can they suggest now – use enlarged images if possible for pupils to annotate with ideas 
and questions. Return to key ideas when did this person live? What did they do? What did they like? Rich or poor? You may then wish to add 
some other clues – a Peter Rabbit toy, a selection of Potter’s books.  
Read some very basic simple summary information text together and discuss what makes this person important– highlight the important points 
about Potter – writer, farmer, Lake District etc. Pupils could record this key vocabulary about Potter. A range of reading materials are widely 
available. 
 
What clues can we find about Beatrix? 
Using primary sources to support sequencing skills and chronological knowledge. Inference from sources to build up a profile of key features. 
 
Using a series of primary sources to build up a sequence of her life.  A series of sources are available (from Education Durham) that can be 
placed in date order to show life and work of Potter.  Add the detail to a class timeline. Add some other basic detail to show the big events that 
happened whilst Potter was alive e.g. Reign of Victoria, invention of motor car, invention of the telephone, WWI, first films, WWII. 
 
Use a variety of types of source where possible to find -  
Date and place of birth 
Family details 
Names of books 
Number of books sold 
Where her home was 
What she enjoyed 
Important dates in her life. 
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These can be recorded as a table. Pupils can compare findings and help each other to improve their work. Place Beatrix on the class time line. 
Look at how long she lived, two centuries, how long since she died? Assess pupil grasp or past/ present/ decade etc. 
Why do we remember Beatrix Potter? 
 
Pupils will use information texts to find information and develop ideas about significance of an individual. With guidance, pupils will write a 
summary of the important work done by Beatrix Potter. Encourage the use of clear examples where possible. Teachers may want to give pupils 
a set of cards with sentences describing the different aspects of Potter’s work – pupils can choose which they feel are important things to 
remember about Beatrix and use these in their writing.  
 
e.g.   
Beatrix was very kind and wrote letters to children with special stories and pictures. 
Beatrix Potter was one of the first women to have her books for children published and sold. 
Beatrix Potter always made her books small so that they are easy for children to hold. 
Beatrix wrote more than 20 books. Today more than two million Beatrix Potter books are sold across the world every year. 
 Beatrix Potter protected special land in the Lake District and kept trees, animals and rare plants safe. 
 Beatrix Potter helped farmers in the Lake District to look after their sheep and farms. 
Beatrix was a skilled artist who drew some important pictures of the Lake District. 
Beatrix Potter gave away a large area of her land to be kept safe for everyone to enjoy. 
         
What was life like for Beatrix? 
Pupils will look at the key features of life in rural areas at the time and compare them with aspects of life today – transport, homes/kitchens, 
work, life for children to look at similarity and difference. (Historic England has extensive primary source photographic images of life in rural 
England that are available for schools. This aspect would also link well to a visit to the farm at Beamish). 
 
Suggested starting point – map of the UK, locate London and the Lake District – relate these to the location of school. Discuss distance and 
direction. Use of google earth will allow very rapid exploration of where Beatrix spent her life and its rural nature. Gather key vocabulary about 
the rural environment.  
Divide class into groups to look at different aspects of life - home/ work/ life for children/transport. Pupils can use images or simple descriptive 
text to find out about the key features of rural life in the interwar years. If possible pupils can develop some independent or supported writing 
describing the key features of the aspect of rural life they are studying. 
Support pupils to compare aspects with life today – what is similar? What is different?  A sorting aid such as a Venn diagram can be effective 
with this type of activity. Some pupils may begin to discuss why things have changed/ stayed the same. 
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Which other people from the past do we remember? 
 
Pupils will consider the different reasons for remembering people from the past and begin to see that people and events lived / occurred 
simultaneously. Chronological skills will be reinforced throughout.  Use of information text/ books to support simple research and information 
collection is very useful at this point to support some independent writing. 
 
Look at a range of images of key people with their dates attached - coins, portraits, bank notes, statues, blue plaques. Arrange the images into 
chronological order around Beatrix on the class timeline. (Suggestions – Queen Victoria, Queen Elizabeth II, Einstein, Lowry Winston Churchill, 
Millicent Fawcett, George Stephenson, Neil Armstrong, etc. These can be usefully linked to other work in school, pupil interest  and non -fiction 
text reading) 
Review pupil confidence with language of chronology – century, decade, before, after, since. 
Discuss the examples- why are they special? What did they do that made a difference – inventor, doctor, artist, monarch, leader, scientist etc. / 
Pupils can choose one of the people to find out more about, what would they like to know? – link this to some non - fiction reading. Written 
opportunities include simple account of an aspect of the individual’s life, a description of a famous image of the individual or sequencing key 
events from the life of the individual.  
 
How will we remember Beatrix Potter? 
An opportunity to draw together the learning about Potter and consider her importance, impact and significance. 
 
Discuss the key achievements of Beatrix and how she has impact today? Pupils can design a new memorial for Beatrix to include some words 
and images about her life and work and the dates when she lived.   This can be a collaborative activity to support talk and reasoning. Discuss 
why they have chosen the particular images and words to include. Teachers may want to provide a selection of images and short sentences 
that pupils can use to support discussion, their memorial plan and then some guided writing. Guide the emphasis to Beatrix away from the book 
characters. Use stems to prompt individual written responses after the discussion/ creative task: I think the most important thing to remember 
about Beatrix Potter is…    because… 
 

Useful links 
 
https://beatrixpottersociety.org.uk/ 
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/beatrix-potter-gallery-and-hawkshead/features/new-2018-exhibition-the-right-sort-of-woman 
https://www.peterrabbit.com/about-beatrix-potter/ 
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/b/biography-beatrix-potter/ 
 
The Tale of Beatrix Potter (Penguin Young Readers, Level 3) by Penguin Young Readers 
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